
Counting with Ten Frames
Binder Tasks



Description
This counting task practices number identification, 1:1 correspondence, 
and number concepts including the ability to match objects to numbers 
and numbers to objects using ten frames (for Autism and Special 
Education.). The ten frames used in this task have a variety of pictures of 
motivating items such as animals, foods, instruments, etc..

-2 tasks are included (object to number and number to object)
-These tasks can be assembled into binders that are great for teaching 
IEP goals, or for use as independent work Binder tasks when concepts 
are mastered.

This resource includes:
-11 pages of ten frames with pictures of objects (0-10) (to match a 
number to)
- number icons to enable students who are not writers yet to complete 

this task. 
- 10 pages of blank 10 frames to add pictures of objects to for numbers 

1-10
- 10+ pages of picture icons to be used as manipulatives (to create ten 

frames for numbers 1-10)



Instructions for Use
Number to Object:
Option 1- Have student point to each object while counting, then choose 
the correct number from the number choices page (or write the number 
and omit the use of the number icons.)
Option 2- Have the student match the picture of the object to the same 
picture of the object while counting (icons are at the end on pages 19-22) 
and then choose the correct number icon from the number choices page 
(or write the number).

-If choosing this option- put soft veclro on the back of the previous 
page (for students to take from) and onto the pictures of the objects that 
they will be matching to.
Object to Number:
-When teaching the concept of object to number, or when using this as 
an independent work task, I usually give the student the exact number of 
objects for each number. (print page 34-37)
-When assessing this skill, or if the skill is mastered, use a larger field of 
objects to ensure the student knows the correct amount of objects to 
match to each number
(print page 38-42)
*You can just print page 38-42 and make this adjustment as needed.  
The separate pages are for a quicker printing option.



Assembly
-Determine which options you plan to use for this task and print only the applicable 
pages listed.
-laminate and cut out pages (For durability, you may want to glue the blank square 
page for the number icon choices onto a ½ of a file folder and then laminate)
-Number to object
- Put hard Velcro on the back of each number icon
- If you are using the object icons to match while counting, put hard Velcro on the 

back of the object icons and soft Velcro on the back of the previous pages and on 
the ten frame where the pictures will be matched onto.

- Put soft Velcro on the blank squares on the number choices page
- Put soft Velcro on the blank square on the bottom of the page (below the ten 

frames)
- Hole punch
- Assemble in a binder or use binder rings

- Object to Number (see instructions page to determine how many object icons you 
need to print)

-laminate and cut out pages
-Put hard Velcro on the back of the object icons
-Put soft Velcro on the blank ten frames 
-Put soft Velcro on the back of the previous pages to put the object icons onto (that 
will be matched onto the ten frame)
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If your students would benefit from matching objects to objects while counting instead of 
just pointing to each object while counting aloud- print the following pictures.









Object to Number
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Errorless- only provides the correct number of objects









For assessing skill: Includes more objects than needed 
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Tobii Dynavox
2100 Wharton Street
Suite 400
Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Phone: 1 (800) 588-4548
Fax: 1 (866) 585-6260

Email: mayer-johnson.usa@mayer-johnson.com
Web site: www.mayer-johnson.com

Terms of Use:
Thank you for purchasing my product. By downloading this 
product you agree that this product is for personal use or for
classroom use by a single teacher. Copying or sharing this 
product with any person or posting on any website violates 
copyright laws. You cannot claim this product as your own or 
alter it in any way. This product may not be used commercially 
or for profit. Thank you!  

Thank you!
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https://www.pinterest.com/StructureAutism/

Keep in touch!
To earn TPT points for 
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